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TOKEN

The Ecosystem is built on the blockchain technology by developing our own
Community owned Crypto currency, called “WOLFFIN TOKEN”, which
creates a 100% decentralized financial universe…

Welcome to Wolffin Token
Wolffin Token is a Collective Finance Community…
A Community built around a Crypto Ecosystem that allows
or a decentralized financial universe with the capability to
build a global force that can bring old and new generations
together and into a sustainable future through synergetic
partnerships…
We are a group of Developers that has initiated the
Collective Finance Community with the Vision of
creating a platform where a global and
independent Community can be developed.
Our Objective is to create a base foundation
that can grow and foster a Community, which
over time will develop into an independent
Organism that will create synergies, synapsis
and partnerships with other associations and
companies that are visionary and want to create
systems and/or products that are sustainable for our
and future generations.

The initial Vision of the Wolffin goes many years back and was to build and create equal
opportunities for people around the globe through social Ecosystems and Communities. After
applying conventional methods for years, the Developers thought “what can we learn from
the past and what can we build for the future”. With the evolution of the blockchain technology
and decentralized financial opportunities we believe that the world of Crypto is the space and
catalysator that can be the Ecosystem and foundation for our Community and support the
journey into a more sustainable future…

The Ecosystem and WOLFFIN
The Ecosystem is built on the blockchain technology by developing our own Community
owned Crypto currency, called “WOLFFIN”, which creates a 100% decentralized financial
universe…
We have analysed and completed a Competitive Intelligence analysis
of the current Crypto space and found that between all the amazing
new blockchain technologies and Use Cases out there, there is an
unexploited territory, where our Vision can be developed and create
an innovative approach for how a Crypto Ecosystem can
support and foster a Community, that builds synergetic
partnerships. Our goal is to be “Best in Class” for some of
our initiatives and “First in Class” for others…
The innovative part of our program is still being developed and will
be revealed in the near future. However, we have already initiated
partnership discussions with leading players in the growing climate
movement and have connections to an established Community
with >10.000 members…
Our development team comes from many different backgrounds and within the Artistic and
commercial universe and we want to bridge that into a Utility that can benefit our Community
members. Therefore, we are also developing platforms to support that our Ecosystem and
the Wolffin token can be used as a Utility token in and by our Community members and
partners in a unique marketplace for goods and services…
In the opposite scale we have the meme coins and their communities that for a long time have
been perceived as a “joke” and with a lot of scams and questionable Use Cases. For us these
communities are NOT a joke and the power, will and the numbers of these communities have
proven to be able to move mountains and create waves that even rocks the bigger boats…
With an increased demand from these meme coin communities on supporting more
significant Use Cases, we have taken upon us to provide this…

The Wolffin's
For Collective Finance to achieve their Vision of building the largest Crypto Ecosystem and
Community ever seen, the involvement by the Community members is the key to Success.
The Developers will take the ownership and be accountable for creating the Use Cases that
form the base for the synergistic and serious partnerships as well as the Marketing of our
Wolffin token. While the Community members will be the Army and Force that supports
that the message about us is shared, and new Community members join us…

Token Dynamics
As we will do for the development of our Community, we have looked to the past and into the
future and created a Tokenomics system for the Wolffin token, where we have harvested
the best of what is already out there and combined it into an adaptable system that is solid,
safe and built for the Use Cases that will be created through our Community and with our
future partners. We are talking about an Advanced Smart Contract, where the tax structure
can be adapted as requested and decided by the Community and the Developers…

The Wolffin token has been launched on the on the TronScan network as an
TRC20/ERC20 token and with a total supply of 10,000,000,000,000 tokens. The decision to
launch on the TronScan network was a conscious decision to ensure the highest degree of
credibility under the current market conditions. Many new meme tokens are these days
launched on the TronScan network because it is easy to deploy the new contracts and then from a
user perspective has lower gas fees and faster confirmation times. Unfortunately, many
nonserious Programs and scams are launched on the TronScan network for that reason
and as a new..

Total Supply : 10,000,000,000,000 WLFF
Issuer: TVCDCWMTTSqyuvpeM64rQZ2HNGnmkykcSH

Pre-sale
Reserve Capital
Founders
Project Finance
Liquidity Locking
ICO

5%
25%
25%
10%
15%
20%

Team tokens are locked for the first 6 months and will be vested over a period of 12 months total.
Tokens reserved to Project Finance will be locked for 1 month minimum.

The tax round trip (buy and sell) for buying and selling the Wolffin token is 10% in total and
distributed as follows: From every buy transaction of the $Froggies token, there is an
automatic 5% redistribution reward to the existing holders. This includes the Burn Wallet,
which inherently will receive as a minimum 2.5% of the redistributed tokens, since its initial pool
of tokens consist of 50% of the total amount of tokens available. As the size of the Burn Wallet
increases over time it will receive a larger part of the redistributed tokens. This means that
just by investing and holding the Wolffin token the Community are earning passive income
as well as the burn created, ensures a deflationary token, with the total pool of tokens
becoming less and less over time and will therefore increase the token price all depending on
the mechanism of Supply and Demand. From every sell transaction of the Wolffin token,
there is an automatic 5% distribution of the native token (TRX) to the Marketing and
Development Wallet. There are no fees for Wallet to Wallet transfers, which is a key feature
for the future utility of our token in the Use Cases that we are developing.
The launch was a “Fair Launch”, meaning no pre-sale or advances for the Developers except
the opportunity to purchase the Wolffin token at the initial launch price. The Developers
are part of the Community and have like everyone else purchased Wolffin token because
they believe in the future of the Community. The Developers should be considered as “early
investors and believers of the Vision of a Unique Community” and that has started and
invested their time and money to build the Community…

Who are We?
For now the We consists of the Developers. Overtime all Community members becomes the
We and We will all be part of a new way of thinking and utilization of Crypto currency as an
Ecosystem to build and foster Communities and create synergies with likewise associations
and partners…
The Developers all live normal lives and will for now stay anonymous but will be revealed when
the time is right…

RoadMap

Phase1
Idea project and
development process
token creation and project
website and social
media release

Phase2
Upgrade Website
Social Media Accounts be Activated.
Roadmap Created.
Find a Partnership
Accepted Donation List Publish

Phase3
Develop Smart Contract (TRC20)
Audit Contract (TRC20)
Announce WhitePaper
Token Fair Launch on the TronScan Network

Phase4
Token Contract Adress Publish and Pre-Sale
Airdrop on Social Media
ICO Calender Time
Marketing and Adversting
Token Burn System
SunSwap (New JustSwap Site) Liqiduite Locking

Phase5
Publish on Coinmarketcap/Coingecko
PoloniEX Listing
Global Market List
Wolffin Token Technology System Upgrade

Disclaimer
From a financial perspective $Froggies is like all other Crypto currencies, and it is an
opportunistic investment that involves a high degree of risk of financial loss.
Investors must do their own due diligence and have the financial ability and understanding
before investing in Crypto currency as well as understand the potential risks involved with
investing.
There is no guarantee that past performance of the token is an indicator of future financial
returns and that the market price reflects the underlying value of the initiatives behind the
token. The Whitepaper outlines the Vision and plans of Collective Finance, but there are no
guarantees that these objectives will be executed or achieved.
The Collective Finance Whitepaper and future communication through formal
communication channels as well as informal (Telegram, Reddit, Facebook, Instagram, Discard,
Twitter etc.) does NOT constitute any investment, financial or general purchasing advice and it
is recommended that interested investors seeks professional advice all depending on the level
of experience within the space of Crypto currency.
The value of Crypto currency is based on an arbitrary value that individuals associate with it.
The Crypto currency marketplace and its utilization is still being developed and can be
complicated to understand. The prices have high volatility, and the fluctuations and market
dynamics can be difficult to understand for newcomers and professional advice should be
sought for before investing.
When developing the TRC20 blockchain (Smart Contract) the security was a top priority, and
the auditing has confirmed this. With the system being decentralized and ownership
renounced, Collective Finance has after launch nothing to do with the blockchain and it is the
responsibility of the investors to understand the technical aspects of the trading with the
token on the different exchanges. Scams, theft and technical errors happens and the
avoidance of this lies fully with the individual investors and the Exchanges that they use.
And to make it clear. Collective Finance is NOT a company or business. This is an open
Community token available for everyone under the same terms…

